Despite the remarkable success of modern monocular depth estimation methods, the accuracy achievable from a single image is limited, making it is practically useful to incorporate other sources of depth information. Currently, depth estimation from different combinations of sources are treated as different applications, and solved via separate networks trained to use the set of available sources as input for each application. In this paper, we propose a common versatile model that outputs a probability distribution over scene depth given an input color image, as a sample approximation using outputs from a conditional GAN. This distributional output is useful even in the monocular setting, and can be used to estimate depth, pairwise ordering, etc. More importantly, these outputs can be combined with a variety of other depth cues-such as user guidance and partial measurements-for use in different application settings, without retraining. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach through experiments on the NYUv2 dataset for a number of tasks, and find that our results from a common model, trained only once, are comparable to those from state-of-the-art methods with separate task-specific models.
Introduction
Recent neural network-based methods [3, 7, 9, 23, 48] have become surprising successful at predicting scene depth from only a single color image. This success confirms that even a single view of a scene contains considerable information about scene geometry. However, purely monocular depth map estimates are far from being precisely accurate, and this is likely to always be true given the ill-posed nature of the task. Fortunately, many practical systems are able to rely on other, yet also imperfect, sources of depth information-limited measurements from depth sensors, interactive user guidance, consistency across video frames or multiple views, etc. It is therefore desirable to be able to combine monocular cues for depth with information from these other sources, to yield estimates that are more accurate than possible from one source alone.
However, depth maps predicted by monocular estimators can not be directly combined with other depth cues. Instead, researchers have considered depth estimation from different combinations of cues as different applications in their own right (e.g., depth up-sampling [5] , estimation from sparse [35] and line [29] measurements, etc.), and solved each by learning separate estimators that take their corresponding set of cues, in addition to the color image, as input. This requires determining the types of inputs that will be available for each application setting, constructing a corresponding training set, choosing an appropriate network architecture, and then training the network-a process that is often onerous to duplicate for multiple settings.
In this paper, we propose a single network model for extracting and summarizing the depth information present in a single color image, in a manner that can be directly utilized in different applications and combined with different external depth cues, without retraining. Given a color image, our model outputs a probability distribution over scene depth conditioned on the image input. We use a conditional GAN [11, 37] to output multiple plausible depth estimates for individual patches in the image plane. We then use the set of estimates for each patch to form a sample approximation of the joint distribution over depth values in that patch, and combine distributions for overlapping patches to obtain a distribution for the entire depth map. Thus, rather than a "best guess" for depth at each pixel, our model outputs a rich characterization of the information and ambiguity about depth values and their spatial dependencies.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , and demonstrated through experiments on the NYUv2 dataset [45] , our distributional output is versatile enough to enable a diverse variety of applications. It is useful even in the purely monocular settingwhen only a single image is available-and can be used to produce accurate depth predictions, a measure of confidence in these predictions, as well as estimates of relative ordering of pairs of scene points. More importantly, it is also able to incorporate additional information to produce improved depth estimates in diverse application settings: producing multiple depth maps for user selection, incorpo- Figure 1 . Overview of our Approach. Given an input color image, we use a conditional GAN to generate depths estimates in overlapping patches, with multiple plausible estimates for each patch. These estimates together are used form a joint probability distribution over the depth map. This distributional output enables several inference tasks in the monocular setting, as well in applications where additional depth information is available-all with a model that is trained only once.
rating user annotation of erroneous regions, incorporating a small number of depth measurements-along a single line, within a smaller field of view, at random as well as regular sparse locations-and selecting the optimal locations for these measurements. Crucially, all of these applications are enabled by the same network model that is trained only once, while achieving accuracy comparable to state-of-theart methods that rely on separate task-specific models.
Related Work
Monocular Depth Estimation. First attempted by Saxena et al. [41] , early work in estimating scene depth from a single color image relied on hand-crafted features [22, 39, 42, 43] , use of graphical models [34, 42, 54] , and databases of exemplars [17, 20] . More recently, Eigen et al. [8] showed that, given a large enough database of image-depth pairs [45] , convolution neural networks could be trained to achieve significantly more reliable depth estimates. Since then, there have been steady gains in accuracy through the development of improved neural network-based methods [3, 7, 9, 13, 24, 26, 31, 40, 50, 53] , as well as strategies for unsupervised an semi-supervised learning [4, 10, 21] . Beyond estimating absolute depth, some works have also looked at pairwise ordinal depth relations between pair of points in the scene from a input color image [4, 55] .
Depth from Partial Measurement. Since making dense depth measurements is slow and expensive, it is useful to be able to recover a high quality dense depth map from a small number of direct measurements, by exploiting monocular cues from a color image. A popular way of combining color information with partial measurements is by requiring color and depth edges to co-occur. This approach is often successful for "depth inpainting", i.e., filling in gaps of missing measurements in a depth map (common in measurements from structured light sensors). A notable and commonlyused example is the colorization method of Levin et al. [25] . Other methods along this line include [6, 14, 32, 33, 36] , while Zhang and Funkhouser [52] used a neural network to predict normals and occlusion boundaries to aid inpainting.
However, when working with a very small number of measurements, the task is significantly more challenging (see discussion in [5] ) and requires relying more heavily on the monocular cue. In this regime, the solution has been to train a network that takes the color image and the provided sparse samples as input. Researchers have demonstrated the efficacy of this approach with measurements along a single horizontal line from a line sensor [29] , random sparse measurements [16, 35, 44, 47, 49] , and sub-sampled measurements on a regular grid [5, 12, 28] . Moreover, each of these methods also train separate networks for different settings, such as different networks for different sparsity levels in [35] , and different resolution grids in [5] .
Probabilistic Outputs. Monocular depth estimators commonly output a single estimate of the depth value at each pixel, preventing their use in different estimation settings. Some existing methods do produce distributional outputs, but as per-pixel variance maps [13, 18] or per-pixel probability distributions [30] . Note that depth values at different locations are not statistically independent, i.e., different values at different locations may be plausible independently, but not in combination. Thus, per-pixel distributions provide only a limited characterization that, while useful in some applications, can not be used more generally, e.g., to infer relative depth, or spatially propagate information from sparse measurements.
Like us, Chakrabarti et al. [3] also consider joint distributions over local depth values, albeit to eventually produce a depth map. They use a factorization into independent distributions for different depth derivatives, and train a network to output these distributions. But, their outputs do not provide a way to solve other inference tasks (this was not their goal). Also, their factorization into pre-selected derivatives with a fixed parametric form is still a restrictive assumption that does not fully capture local depth dependencies.
In this work, we use a more general form for the conditional joint distribution of depth values in local regions. We train a conditional GAN [11, 37] to produce multiple estimates of depth in local patches from an image input. Conditional GANs have been used to produce outputs that are more "natural" than those from networks trained with regression loss alone [15] . In our case, we run our GAN model multiple times to generate multiple plausible estimates, treat these as samples from a distribution, and use these samples to approximate the distribution itself.
Proposed Method
Given the RGB image I of a scene, our goal is to reason about its corresponding depth map Z ∈ R N , represented as a vector containing depth values for all N pixels in the image. Rather than predict a single estimate for Z, we seek to output a distribution p(Z|I), to more generally characterize depth information and ambiguity present in the image. We form this distribution as a product of functions defined on individual overlapping patches as
where ψ i (·) is a potential function for the i th patch, and P i a sparse matrix that crops out that patch from Z (for patches of size K × K, each P i is a K 2 × N matrix). We now describe our approach that trains a conditional GAN to generate multiple depth estimates for each patch, uses these to construct the functions ψ i (·), and then leverages the resulting distribution p(Z|I) for inference.
Diverse Patch Depth Estimates from a GAN
Conditional GANs [37] train a "generator" network to produce estimates so as to match conditional distributions of data in a training set. The generator takes the conditioning variables and a noise source as input, and is trained adversarially against a discriminator that also uses the same conditioning inputs. We employ a conditional GAN to generate multiple plausible estimates for the depth of each patch P i Z, given the input image I. For large networks and high-dimensional inputs, GAN training typically suffers from issues of instability, as well as reduced output diversity from mode-collapse [1] . Note that the latter is especially a concern in our setting: most applications that use conditional GANs (e.g., [15] ) are concerned with generating only a single estimate at test time, and use the conditional GAN framework to ensure these estimates are plausible. In contrast, we invoke our generator multiple times on the same input image at test time, and need the multiple outputs for each patch to be diverse so as to faithfully characterize local depth ambiguity.
Accordingly, we use a pre-trained feature extractor to reduce the complexity of our generator and discriminator networks. Specifically, we take a pre-trained network from a state-of-the-art monocular depth estimation method (DORN [9] ), remove the last two convolution layers, and treat the remaining network as our feature extractor. Then, our generator and discriminator networks both operate on the corresponding feature map output, rather than on the image itself. To generate estimates for a given patch, a small spatial feature map window, with receptive field centered with the patch, is provided as input to the generator and discriminator. Moreover, as is common in recent methods for conditional generation [15] , uses dropout [46] rather than an explicit random vector input. Figure 2 includes a schematic of our conditional GAN setup, with further architecture details provided in the supplementary. We carry out standard adversarial training on the generator-discriminator pair, keeping the pre-trained feature extraction network fixed. Since both our generator and discriminator have significantly lower complexity than would be required if operating directly on the input image, we find training to be stable and our learned generator successful in producing plausible yet diverse estimates. At test time, we run the feature extractor once, and then run the generator multiple times with different instantiations of dropout to generate a diverse set of estimates for each patch. This is efficient because the bulk of the computation happens in the feature extraction layers, and is not repeated.
Sample Approximation for Patch Potentials
We use the generated outputs from our generator to form a sample approximation to the per-patch potential functions ψ i (·), and thus the joint distribution p(Z|I) over the depth map in (1) . Given a set of S i of different estimates {x s i } of depth of patch i, we define its potential function ψ i (·) as
This can be interpreted as forming a kernel density estimate from the depth samples in S i using a Gaussian kernel, were the Gaussian bandwidth h is a scalar hyper-parameter 1 . Figure 2 . Conditional GAN Schematic. To reduce complexity of our generator and discriminator networks and ensure stable training, we use pre-trained feature extraction layers from a state-of-the-art monocular model [9] , that was trained to make deterministic depth map predictions. These layers are kept fixed during training. For a given patch, a corresponding small centered window in the feature map is provided as the conditioning input to both the generator and discriminator networks.
Unlike the independent per-pixel [13, 18, 30] or perderivative [3] distributions, the samples {S i } from our generator lead to more general joint patch potentials ψ i (·), that can express complex spatial dependencies between depth values in local regions. Moreover, our joint distribution p(Z|I), defined in terms of overlapping patches, models dependencies across the entire depth map. This enables information propagation across the entire scene, and reasoning about the global plausibility of scene depth estimates.
Inference with Distributional Outputs
Inference by Expectation. A natural way to compute estimates of certain properties or functions f (Z) of the depth map, is simply as its expectation E p(Z|I) f (Z) under our output distribution. When these the properties depend on depths of individual points or nearby sets of points, this can be done by considering all patches that contain these points, all generator samples for each patch, and averaging across this entire set. In Sec. 4, we will show examples of using this strategy to compute point and pair-wise properties of depth values in the monocular setting.
Inference by Mode Computation. Several applications require computing a global depth map estimate, potentially based on additional information or constraints availalbe during inference. Note that our patch potentials ψ i (·) are multimodal functions, defined as a mixture of Gaussian components centered on each sample from the conditional GAN. Based on this observation, we propose recovering global depth map estimates Z as modes based on our distributional output p(Z|I), by selecting one mode or sample in ψ i (·) for every patch, instead of averaging across them. This is done through a joint optimization over global and per-patch depths Z and {x i } as:
where the per-patch depths x i are constrained to be among the corresponding discrete sets S i of generated samples.
The first term in (3) simply corresponds to a scaled negative log-likelihood of our output distribution. The other two terms represent different ways of introducing additional information-either as costs C i (·) on individual patches, or C G (·) on the global depth map. For different inference applications in Sec. 4, we will use appropriately defined costs in one of these two forms to incorporate external depth cues.
We use a simple iterative algorithm to carry out the optimization in (3). We begin with an initial estimate of Z as the mean per-pixel depth (i.e., across all patches that contain each pixel, and all samples from each patch), and apply alternating updates to {x i } and Z till convergence as
Z ← arg min
The updates to patch estimates x i can be done independently, and in parallel, for different patches. The cost in (4) is the sum of the squared distance from corresponding crop P i Z of the current global estimate, and the external cost C i (·) when available. We can compute these costs for all samples in S i , and select the one with the lowest cost. Note that since C i (·) does not depend on Z, it need only be computed once at the start of optimization.
The update to the global map Z in (5) depend on the form of the external global cost C G (·). If no such cost is present, Z is given by simply the overlap-average of the currently selected samples x i for each patch. For the applications in Sec. 4 that do involve C G (·), we find it sufficient to solve (5) by first initializing Z to the overlap-average, and then carrying out a small number of gradient descent steps as
where the scalar step-size γ is a hyper-parameter.
Applications and Results
In this section, we describe results for using our probabilistic outputs and inference strategies for various applications-for different inference tasks in the monocular setting, and by combination with different costs and constraints based on additional information when available. We report performance for all applications on the NYUv2 dataset [45] . Crucially, all results from our method reported in all tables and figures in this section are from the same network model, that is trained only once.
Preliminaries. We use raw frames from scenes in the official train split in NYUv2 [45] to construct our training and validation sets, and report performance using standard error metrics (see [7] ) on the "valid" crop, including filledin values, of the full-resolution official test images. As mentioned, we use feature extraction layers from a pretrained DORN model [9] . The DORN architecture works on rescaled input images and output depth maps at a lower resolution (of 257 × 353), and so we operate our conditional GAN at the same resolution. However, our outputs are rescaled back to the orginal full resolution to compute error metrics, and in applications with input depth measurements, these are also provided at the original resolution and then rescaled (see supplmentary for details). For our distribution, we use overlapping patch-sizes of side 33 with stride four, and generate 100 samples per-patch to construct {S i }. Generating samples takes 4.8s on a 1080Ti GPU for each image, while inference from these samples is faster (see supplementary for per-application run times). Our code and trained models are available at https://projects.ayanc.org/prdepth/.
Monocular Inference
Our distributional output is useful even when a single color image is the only input, and we now discuss applications for reasoning about scene geometry in this setting.
Predicting Depth and Confidence. Our outputs can be used for the standard monocular estimation task, i.e., predicting a depth map of the scene given a color image. We can recover this estimate from our model as the mean of the distribution p(Z|I). This corresponds to simply averaging all the estimates for each pixel's depth-from all the patches that include it, and from all generated estimates for each patch. This can be computed efficiently by getting a mean estimate of per-patch depth by averaging all generated samples for each patch, and then getting per-pixel means as the overlap-average of patches. Another possibility is to predict Z as the mode of p(Z|I), by solving the optimization in (3) without any additional costs C i (·) or C G (·). Along with an estimate of each pixel's depth value, we can also output a measure of confidence in these predictions. We do so by computing the variance of each pixel's Table 1 . Accuracy of depth maps estimated using the proposed approach in the monocular setting, compared to other monocular depth estimation methods on NYUv2 [45] .
depth value across patches and samples from our distributional output {S i }-which relates to the per-pixel variance under p(Z|I) (differing by a constant h 2 ). This variance map gives us a measure of our model's relative confidence in its estimates at different pixels.
In Table. 1, we compare the accuracy of our mean and mode depth estimates to those of other monocular depth estimation methods 2 . We find that in the monocular setting, the mean and mode estimates are nearly identical. Moreover, these estimates also have nearly the same accuracy as those from DORN [9] , whose feature extractor our model is based on. This shows that our rich distributional outputs come "for free", without adversely affecting our ability to recover depth compared to standard monocular estimation. Table 1 also includes the results of using our distributional output in combination with an oracle that selects the most accurate patch estimate x i ∈ S i from our generator's samples, and computes the depth map Z from these samples by overlap-average. These estimates are significantly more accurate, demonstrating that our generated samples contain estimates close to true depth. The oracle performance also represents an upper bound for tasks that incorporate additional information using per-patch costs C i (·) in (3). Figure 3 evaluates our confidence measure as a predictor of accuracy. We show depth predictions and error and confidence maps from our model for two example images from the NYUv2 test set, and find that regions with relatively higher error also tend to be those where our model has high variance, and thus low confidence-often corresponding to reflective surfaces and isolated far away parts of the scene. We also show a more systematic evaluation of accuracy vs confidence (Fig. 3, right) , with errors averaged across the Table 2 . Error rates for predicted pairwise ordinal depth ordering using our common model, compared to other methods that used accurate ordering as an objective during training. entire test set, over different subsets of only the most confident pixels. The error drops rapidly as we discard a small fraction of pixels with the highest variance.
Predicting Pairwise Depth Ordering. Another monocular task, introduced in [55] , is to predict the ordinal relative depth of pairs of nearby points in the scene: whether the points are at similar depths (within some threshold), and if not, which point is nearer. Instead of predicting this ordering from an estimated depth map (as done in [4, 55] ), we use our distributional output and look at the relative depth in all samples in all patches that contain a pair of queried points, outputting the ordinal relation that is most frequent. Table 2 compares the performance of our method with that of [4] and [55] , who use correctness of pairwise ordering as an objective during training. Results are reported in terms of the WKDR error metrics, on a standard set of point pairs on the NYUv2 test set (see [55] ). We also show results predicting ordering from our mean depth map prediction (see supplementary for more details). We find that using our distributional output leads to better predictions than using simply the mean estimate, and that these are comparable to those from the task-optimized model of [4] .
Incorporating User Guidance
Depth estimates are often useful in interactive image editing and graphics applications. We now describe ways of using our distributional output to include feedback from a user in the loop for improved depth accuracy.
Diverse Estimates for User Selection. We use Batra et al.'s approach [2] to derive multiple diverse "global" estimates {Z 1 , . . . Z M } of the depth map Z from our distribution p(Z|I), and propose presenting these as alternatives to the user. We set the first estimate Z 1 to our mean estimate, generate every subsequent estimate Z m+1 by finding a mode using (3) with per-patch costs C i (·) defined as
This introduces a preference for samples that are different from corresponding patches in previous estimates, weighted by a scalar hyper-paramter λ (set on a validation set). Figure 4 illustrates the performance of this approach, on an example image and quantitatively over the entire test set. As a proxy for user guidance, we automatically select among the M estimates for each scene based on minimum error with the ground-truth. We find that accuracy improves quickly even when selecting among a small number of modes M , suggesting that this method can deliver performance gains with fairly minimal user input.
Using Annotations of Erroneous Regions. As a simple extension, we consider also getting annotations of regions with high error from the user, in each estimate Z m . Note that we only get the locations of these regions, not their correct depth values. Given this annotation, we define a mask W M that is one within the region and zero elsewhere, and now recover each Z m+1 , with a modified cost C i (·):
where • denotes element-wise multiplication, and the masks focuses the cost on regions marked as erroneous. Figure 4 also includes results for this form of user guidance, where user annotation of regions is simulated by choosing 50×50 windows with the highest error against the ground truth, such that they have no more than 50% overlap with previously marked regions for the same image. We find that now the accuracy of the selected estimate drops dramatically faster with increasing number of estimates M .
Depth Completion
We now consider applications where a small number of depth values are available, e.g., from a sensor that makes limited measurements for efficiency. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , our model can use these measurements along with monocular cues to produce accurate estimates of a full depth map.
Dense Depth from Sparse Measurements. Assuming an input sparse set of depth measurements at isolated points in the scene, we estimate the depth map Z by using these measurements F to define a global cost C G (·) in (3) as
where ↓ represents sampling Z at the measured locations. Based on this, we define the gradients to be applied in (6) for computing the global depth updates as
where ↑ represents the transpose of the sampling operation. Since both the weight λ and the step-size γ in (6) are hyperparameters, we simply set λ = 1, and set the step-size γ (as well as number of gradient steps) based on a validation set. We apply this technique for two kinds of sparse inputs. We first consider measurements at arbitrary randomly selected points like in [16, 35, 44, 47, 49] . In this case, the transpose sampling operation ↑ is computed as a nearest neighbor fill-by copying values for every point in the full image plane from their nearest sampled location. Table 3 reports the accuracy of the full depth completed depth maps using our method for different numbers of randomly placed measurements, and compares it to those obtained using [25] , as well as using the learning-based methods of Ma Table 3 . Performance on dense depth estimation from arbitrary sparse measurements. Results for [35, 49] are with task-specific networks, separately trained for different numbers of measurements. We also show performance when choosing optimal measurement locations (opt) using our model. (Note that "m-rms" corresponds to mean over per-image RMSE values.)
and Karaman [35] , and Wang et al. [49] . Our estimates are significantly more accurate than those from [25] , and comparable to [35, 49] Figure 5. Depth Completion from Limited Measurements. We show results for estimating a full depth map from different forms of partial measurements, on one example image. Our model is able to exploit even a small number of measurements to significantly improve accuracy over the purely monocular case-e.g., for the chair and far top-left corner of this scene. Table 4 . Performance for depth up-sampling. Results for [5] are with separate networks trained at each sub-sampling level.
variance map described in Sec. 4.1. We also include results for depth maps reconstructed from these optimally placed measurements in Table 3 , and find these are more accurate. We next consider the setting of depth up-sampling, where the sparse input measurements are on a regular lowerresolution grid. Because of the regular spacing between measured samples, we are able to use bi-linear interpolation for the transpose operation ↑ in (10). We evaluate our method for two sub-sampling levels in Table 4 , and compare it to [25] and the method of Chen et al. [5] . Again, we perform better than [25] , and competitively with the taskspecific networks of [5] -that are separately trained for different sampling levels-especially for 96x sub-sampling.
Depth Un-cropping. We also consider the case when the available measurements are dense in a contiguous, but small, portion of the image plane-such as from a sensor with a smaller field-of-view (FOV), or alone a single line [29] . In this case, we define F and W as sparse vectors of length N that are zero in locations without measurements. At measured locations, F contains the measured values, while the mask W is set to one. We use these to define a per-patch cost C i (·) for use with (3) as
where the weight λ is determined on a validation set. We report results for this approach in Table 5 , with measurements given either as small centered windows in the image (corresponding to a small FOV camera), or as along Table 5 . Performance of proposed approach for depth un-cropping, from measurements in small centered windows, and along a single horizontal line. For the centered windows, we compute error metrics only over un-observed pixels.
a vertically centered horizontal line. We compare our approach with [25] , and for the case of line measurements, with the learning-based method of Liao et al. [29] 4 . Our approach again outperforms [25] , and in comparison to [29] , has slightly higher RMSE but is better on all other metrics.
Conclusion
Using distributional estimates of depth from a single image, our approach enables a variety of applications without the need for repeated training. While we focused on applications where the final output was depth or some direct function of scene geometry in this paper, we are interested in exploring how our distributional outputs can be used to manage ambiguity in downstream processing-such as for re-rendering or path planning-in future work. Table 6 . Generator architecture. For all dropout layers, we use probability 0.5. Every convolutional or transpose convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU, except the last layer which uses tanh as activation. Valid padding is used everywhere in the Generator.
our masks W M . Similarly, for depth from sparse measurements, F corresponds to sparse measurements of depth at the full-resolution, and our global cost C G (·) is defined in terms of a full-resolution depth map (we scale our depth map to the full resolution, and scale the gradients back). For depth un-cropping, we again provide depth measurements at the full resolution, and scale these to the DORN resolution to construct our measurement and mask vectors F and W. Thus, all inputs and all evaluation metrics are based on the standard benchmark resolution.
C. Inference Hyperparameters
For user-guidance and depth un-cropping, the value of λ is chosen based on a small validation set, with λ = 10 for user-guidance, and 200 for un-cropping. Moreover, for user guidance, we find that slowly increasing the value of λ from 0 to its final value of 10 during optimization leads to convergence to better solutions. For depth completion from sparse (both random and regularly spaced measurements), we set the value of step-size γ (in range [0.1, 1.0]) and number of steps (in range [1, 10] ) based on a validation set as well. Table 8 . Running time for sample generation, and inference in different applications. Note that for user-guidance, the reported time is for each generated mode Z m .
D. Running Time
Our method works by first generating multiple (100) samples for each overlapping patch, and then running inference either by computing expectation over these samples or running an optimization for mode-selection. While sample generation has a consistent running time for all applications, the time taken for optimization differs-even among mode-selection applications based on the number of iterations taken to converge. We report these running time in Table 8 , when using an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU.
E. Additional Application Details and Results

E.1. Predicting Pairwise Depth Ordering
For predicting ordinal depth ordering for a pair of points i and j in the image plane, we adopt the definition of ground-truth label l ij from [55] as
where the threshold δ is equal to 0.02 as in [55] . To compute predictions from our distribution mean, which is a per-pixel best guess, we simply look at the relationship between the predicted depths of the corresponding points. Note that like [4] , we select a different threshold δ = 0.03 (based on a validation set) for use in (12) for prediction, so as to balance WKDR = and WKDR = . To make use of our probabilistic outputs for better ordinal prediction, we look at the depth ordering of a given query pair in all samples in all patches that contain this pair (and here, we use the true threshold δ), outputting the label that is most frequent. In rare cases where no patch includes both points in a query pair, we simply use the prediction from the mean depth estimate as our output.
E.2. Incorporating User Guidance
We include more results for the user guidance tasks in Figure 6 , demonstrating improvements over the mean depth prediction as users select among our generated modes. Note that when provided a limited annotation of a small erroneous region, our method generates estimates that not only correct that region, but also propagate improvements outside the input bounding box.
E.3. Depth Completion
Optimal Locations for Sparse Measurements. For arbitrarily placed sparse depth measurements, our method is able to do better than random sampling by selecting an optimal set of locations to measure from the color image, given a budget on the total number of measurements. Specifically, we select local maxima of the monocular variance map from our output distribution, which represents points where our model is most uncertain about depth. Figure 7 demonstrates the selected points using this approach, and the resulting improvement in predicted depth over random sampling.
Half-resolution Comparison to [35, 49] . Note that [35, 49] evaluate their methods by reporting errors on a centered crop of half-resolution depth-maps, and also derive their input sparse measurements at this half-resolution. In contrast, our results in Table 3 in the paper represent the official benchmark metrics (in the valid crop at full resolution) for consistency to other evaluations-in our paper and elsewhere. For a more direct comparison to [35, 49] , we also evaluated our method by replicating their setting. Specifically, to provide input sparse measurements, we first downsample the ground-truth depth map and randomly sample depth values from this down-sampled map. We then provide these as inputs to our method (which resizes these back to the full resolution to compute the global cost C G (·)). Then, we take the full-resolution depth map estimates produced by our method, down-sample them to half-resolution, and compute error metrics on the same centered crop as [35, 49] . We report these results in Table 9 , and find they are similar to standard evaluation in Table 3 Table 9 . Performance on depth estimation from arbitrary sparse measurements, using the same evaluation setting as [35, 49] (halfresolution, evaluated on a center-crop).
More Results. We also include results for the various depth completion tasks for more example scenes in Fig. 8 . 
